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Introduction

Introduction

Eldritch Fantasy

Eldritch Role-playing System: A Role-playing Game
is a fantasy game that can incorporate any of the
wonderful things fantasy gamers enjoy. Knights
in shining armor, dragons with glinting scales,
evil cultists scheming in the middle of the night,
and sage wizards laboring in lonely towers—those
can all be part of the game. Likewise, even those
things that fall outside the bounds of traditional
fantasy—mutant crossbreeding of men and jackals,
or vicious, horse-sized carnivorous bats—are also
possible.
Eldritch Role-playing System (or ERP) does not
require a specific setting in order to run smoothly.
Although the system best supports an epic milieu,
the rules will work as well with a game of high
chivalry as with a game of gritty desperation.
Although future publications will include the
official campaign setting of Ainereve, the rules offer
a basic framework upon which individual groups
and Game Masters can hang worlds of their own
creation.

Some Experience Assumed
Experienced participants will have no trouble with
the game rules, which are easy enough that a novice
gamer could pick up the system during a first
session of play. However, no detailed description of
what makes good role-playing appears within this
text. There is no advice on how to become a better
player or how best to run a campaign or any such
discussion. In short, the rules assume some basic
experience with the game form, but the reader’s
playgroup can introduce the central concepts of
role-playing games if needed.
The rules also assume that any would-be GM
knows something about RPGs and the basics of
running a game, and therefore this book does not
provide instruction on how to be a better Game
Master. However, there is frequent discussion on
how to apply mechanics to game situations.
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Abbreviated glossary
Some terms are nearly universal to role-playing
games (PC, NPC, GM, levels). This book uses
these terms in the conventional sense. Other
terms and acronyms are unique to the Eldritch
Role-playing System game. See below for terms
pertaining to character creation and ability use. For
a complete list of terms, see the glossary provided at
the end of this manual.
Ability Branch: A single branch of an Ability Tree,
referring to Specializations and Masteries, linked
together by some logical succession. No ability
check can incorporate more than a single roll of
the basic ability, plus one of its Specializations, and
one of the Specialization’s Masteries. This does not
preclude the ability to have several Specializations
under the basic ability, or several Masteries under
any one Specialization, but no single action can call
on more than one Ability Branch.
Ability Check: Many actions necessitate the
resolution system to determine the outcome. The
creature’s effort may involve a basic physical ability
or it may involve a test of skill. The challenge may
be provided by the nature of the action or by active
opposition. An ability check uses only one Ability
Branch, with up to three branch dice.
Ability Tree: The basic ability rank plus all
its branches. Any ability can include multiple
Specializations (2nd tier). The third tier is called
Mastery. There can be multiple Masteries per
Specialization. For example, Melee Weapons is a
basic ability, while specializing in the weapon group
of swords (example: Melee > Swords) lengthens the
branch, and Mastery in specific weapons extends
the single branch further (example: Melee > Swords
> Shortsword).
Ability: Any skill or innate capacity known by a
creature.

Character Creation

Character Creation

Character creation begins with a standard allotment
of Character Points (CPs). These points are used
for the selection of basic abilities, as well as related
Specializations and Masteries, which are all rated
on a scale of D4 up through D12—the higher
the polyhedral die size, the better the proficiency
level. These are levels of knowledge and proficiency,
represented as “Die-Ranks.”
Racial packages and listed fantasy races are
simply bundles of such abilities. Advantages
and disadvantages are rules allowing greater
customization of fantasy personas. Keep in mind
that aside from racial bundles, no character has
a standard, base set of abilities; the choices vary
according to character concept.
Each character begins play with 30 character points
with which to purchase abilities and advantages.
There are three tiers of an ability, each ranked
separately: Basic, Specialization, and Mastery. The
Basic ability tier is either Unrestricted or Restricted.
Any character may attempt unrestricted abilities,
which default to an ability-check roll of 1D4. A
character increases proficiency from this starting
point, and most skills fall under this category. It
costs 2 Character Points to increase any ability tier
by one step. For example, increasing an unrestricted
basic ability from D4 to D6 costs 2 Points. Buying
a specialization at D4 costs 2 Points; increasing that
to D6 costs 4 points, and so on.
Characters cannot attempt a restricted ability
without proper training (i.e., purchasing at least
a 1D4 rank). All Specializations and Masteries
are considered restricted and therefore purchased
from a D4 upwards. For example, Martial Arts
is a restricted Specialization under the unrestricted
general ability of Unarmed Combat.
For some campaigns, the GM may want to allow
Specializations (the second tier of ability), at the
time of character creation but not Mastery (the
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third tier of ability). Unspent character points can
be held over for future use.
After character creation, no ability can be increased
more than one step per level of advancement.
Therefore, a player could raise his character’s basic
rank in some ability of D4 to a D6 at the next level
up, but not to a D8, or a Specialization from D6
to D8, but not D10, or a Mastery rank from D8
to D10, but not to D12. Otherwise, there are no
restrictions.
Note that with all abilities except Arcanum,
Specializations can exceed the basic Die-Rank (i.e.
a D4 in basic, with D6 in Specialization). However,
no Mastery can exceed the rank of its linked
Specialization (for example, one cannot have a D6
Specialization and a D12 Mastery). Abilities may
branch off into several successions of Specialization
and Mastery, limited only by character points
earned. The sections below intersperse examples
detailing the creation of a level-one character; a
step-by-step example of a generic dwarven fighter
named Gegdin.

Cost per level of Die-Rank in Character Points:
Unrestricted: D4 is free, then 2 CPs per rank,
D6 through D12.
Restricted abilities, Specializations, and
Masteries: 2 CPs per rank,
D4 through D12.
Masteries are not allowed at time of character
creation.

Combat

Chapter 3

Combat

Abbreviated glossary
Defense Pool (DP): A Defense Pool is a number
of hit points used to mitigate or cancel PotentialHarm. There are two types of defense, Active
and Passive. Active defenses include actions like
parrying (Weaponry DP), sidestepping an attack
in close quarters (Evade), using a shield (Deflect),
or dodging headlong out of the way (Dodge DP).
Passive defenses include Resilience DP (vs fatigue,
magic resistance) and general Toughness DP
(endurance, health).
Defense, Active: all willful and reflexive defensive
actions taken by a combatant, using one of the
Active DPs. Includes all parrying and dodging.
Includes the Weaponry, Evade, Dodge, and Deflect
hit point pools.

preclude the GM from generating adventures that
feature great interaction with less violent plots.
Rather, these rules focus on combat because it is
traditionally the most difficult aspect for GMs to
arbitrate with consistent fairness.
Even so, the ERP combat system is abstract rather
than a “simulation,” the emergent story being the
focus of play and the mechanics existing only to
further action in the story.
Whenever battle commences, it is up to each
defender to describe how he parries, dodges,
evades, deflects, or otherwise absorbs the damage
of an opponent’s attack. A single roll of the dice
determines the success of an attack and resultant
damage, reduced by defender’s chosen Defense Pool
(one of several different hit point scores).

Defense, Passive: any protection afforded to a
creature without conscious activation or effort.
Includes Resilience and Toughness Defense Pools.
Armor is another type of passive defense, granting
the wearer damage reduction. Shields increase the
Deflect DP, offer some damage reduction, or both.

To defend against Potential-Harm, the combat
system allows three types of “harm mitigation”:
Defense Pools, armor based damage reduction, and
saving rolls (versus magic and non-direct types of
harm).

Max-Split (# of Attacks per Weapon per Round):
the maximum number of times an Ability Branch
can be split into multiple attacks in a single combat
round, each roll representing a separate strike. MaxSplit is limited by weapon type, and never exceeds
three separate rolls. Potential-Harm bonuses are
added to each separate die roll.

Hit points describe a character’s ability to withstand
harm, with various Defense Pools using that
concept to cover many aspects of combat, such
as the ability to parry a weapon, dodge a boulder
hurled by a giant, avoid a close knife thrust to the
gut, deflect with a shield, rely on a magic force
field, and so on.

Potential-Harm and damage: Potential-Harm
refers to the range of damage possible from a
specific Ability Branch. For example, an Ability
branch of Unarmed D6 > Martial Arts > D4 has a
Potential-Harm of 2-10.

There are two types of Defense Pool (DP), Active
and Passive.

Combat Basics
Like many fantasy role-playing games, Eldritch
Role-playing System assumes a major part of game
play will focus on heroic battle. This does not

Active Defense Pools cover parries, dodging and
evading attacks. Passive Defense Pools (DPs) cover
attributes like overall Toughness against physical
attack and Resilience versus magical attack, mental
stress, fatigue, and other forms of harm.
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